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1966-1967 Dash Gauge Lens Set Reproduction of the original gauge lenses for 1966-67 Charger
models. Replace your damaged lense with a set of quality
replacements. Feature chrome accents and correct style lettering
and numbering.

CRICMB1229 472.06

1966-1967 Dash Indicator Lens Set Dash indicator lenses for 1966-67 Charger models. Lenses
feature the correct style lettering and font

CRICMB15103 107.50

1966-1967 Odometer Relabeling Set Restore your faded or worn odometer with one of these premium
numbering sets. Features correct fonts and colors to provide a
factory new appearance.

CRICMN960121 21.82

Early Birds Order Hotline: 1 800 463 0546

1966-1970 Push In Style Gauge Cluster Limiter (Good
Quality)

This replacement voltage limiter is designed to provide a constant
5-volt supply and circuit protection up to 18-volts. This limiter will
work with reproduction gauges, as well as factory gauges, and it's
required when using reproduction gauges in order for them to
work properly.For models with "push in" style circuit board
limiters.Applications:-1967-71 A-body-1966-70 B-body

CRICMB2000A 134.38

1966-1970 Push In Style Gauge Cluster Limiter (Premium
Quality)

This replacement voltage limiter is designed to provide a constant
5-volt supply and circuit protection up to 18-volts. This limiter will
work with reproduction gauges, as well as factory gauges, and it's
required when using reproduction gauges in order for them to
work properly.For models with "push in" style circuit board
limiters.Applications:-1967-71 A-body-1966-70 B-body

CRICMB2000B 134.38

1966-1974 Gauge Decal Sets These decals are reproduced to duplicate the styles, fonts, and
spacing of the original instrument faces. Machine-cut from high
quality 3M material and designed to lie flat and wrinkle free.
Made with a custom combination of printing and silk screening
which results in vibrant markings against a semi-flat background
finish. In fact, these are the only decals with an OE finish
available on the market
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMB280920 136.06

1966-1974 Tachometer Circuit Board These dash circuit boards are made from heat and flame
resistant fiberglass material for improved strength and better
bonding with the copper traces. All boards feature nickel plated
connector pins to prevent corrosion and failure. Boards with
voltage limiters also feature fully soldered socket connections
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instead of the faulty press-on connections that where originally
used. Each board is fully tested for quality assurance
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

1968-1970 Ammeter Gauge A high quality reproduction of the original instrument cluster
ammeter for 1968-70 Chargers and other B-body models.
Manufactured to exact factory specifications with white markings
as original. Each battery gauge willl replace the original gauge
exactly.Applications:1968-70 Dodge B-Body models with Rallye
Gauge Package1970 Plymouth B-Body models with Rallye
Gauge Package

CRIC1277453 167.98

1968-1970 Clock Reproduction in dash clock for 1968-70 Dodge and 1970
Plymouth B-body models equipped with the optional Rallye
gauge package. Each gauge is produced with strict attention to
detail with correct font, numeration and colors as original.
Officially licensed Mopar Authentic Restoration
Product.Applications:1968-70 Dodge B-Body models with Rallye
Gauge Package1970 Plymouth B-Body models with Rallye
Gauge Package

CRIC1277445 638.38

1968-1970 Dash Circuit Board (W/O Rallye Dash) These dash circuit boards are made from heat and flame
resistant fiberglass material for improved strength and better
bonding with the copper traces. All boards feature nickel plated
connector pins to prevent corrosion and failure. Boards with
voltage limiters also feature fully soldered socket connections
instead of the faulty press-on connections that where originally
used. Each board is fully tested for quality assurance.

CRICMB192015 265.42

1968-1970 Dash Circuit Board (W/Rallye Dash) These dash circuit boards are made from heat and flame
resistant fiberglass material for improved strength and better
bonding with the copper traces. All boards feature nickel plated
connector pins to prevent corrosion and failure. Boards with
voltage limiters also feature fully soldered socket connections
instead of the faulty press-on connections that where originally
used. Each board is fully tested for quality assurance.

CRICMB192014 196.54

1968-1970 Fuel Gauge Reproduction in dash fuel gauge for 1968-70 Dodge and 1970
Plymouth B-body models equipped with the optional Rallye
gauge package. Each gauge is produced with strict attention to
detail with correct font, numeration and colors as original. Gauge
numbered "E 1/2 F" exactly as original. Officially licensed Mopar
Authentic Restoration Product.Applications:1968-70 Dodge
B-Body models with Rallye Gauge Package1970 Plymouth
B-Body models with Rallye Gauge Package

CRIC1277443 167.98

1968-1970 Odometer Relabeling Set Restore your faded or worn odometer with one of these premium
numbering sets. Features correct fonts and colors to provide a
factory new appearance.

CRICMN960127 21.82

1968-1970 Oil Pressure Gauge Reproduction in oil pressure gauge for 1968-70 Dodge and 1970
Plymouth B-body models equipped with the optional Rallye
gauge package. Each gauge is produced with strict attention to
detail with correct font, numeration and colors as original. Gauge
numbered 0-80 psi exactly as original. Officially licensed Mopar
Authentic Restoration Product.Applications:1968-70 Dodge
B-Body models with Rallye Gauge Package1970 Plymouth
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B-Body models with Rallye Gauge Package

1968-1970 Rallye Dash Gauge Lens We offer new lenses that are exact reproductions of the original
in every detail. Will fit 1968-70 B-body vehicles equipped with
Rallye gauges including 1968-70 Charger, Coronet, Super Bee
and 1970 GTX, Road Runner and Satellite.Note: 1968-70
Chargers and some special edition Coronet based cars like the
Super Bee or R/T were equipped with Rallye gauges. Plymouth
models such as the Road Runner were not equipped with Rallye
gauges until 1970.

CRICMB850 335.98

1968-1970 Rallye Gauge Set (W/O Tic Toc Tach) Set of 6 gauges that includes speedometer, tach, fuel gauge,
temp gauge, oil pressure gauge, ammeter. Original equipment for
the following models equipped with Rally Gauges:1968-70
CHARGER1968-70 CORONET1968-70 SUPER BEE1970
GTX1970 ROAD RUNNER1970 SATELLITENote: This set does
not include Tick-Tock-Tach. For gauge package with
Tick-Tock-Tach, use PN# ICRM4125

CRICRM4126 1311.98

1968-1970 Rallye Gauge Set (W/Tic Toc Tach) Set of 6 gauges that includes speedometer, tic toc tach, fuel
gauge, temp gauge, oil pressure gauge, ammeter. Original
equipment for the following models equipped with Rally
Gauges:1968-70 CHARGER1968-70 CORONET1968-70
SUPER BEE1970 GTX1970 ROAD RUNNER1970
SATELLITENote: This set includes Tick-Tock-Tach. For gauge
package with clock (W/O TACHOMETER), use PN# ICRM4126

CRICRM4125 1487.98

1968-1970 Rallye In-Dash Tachometer Our tachometer is updated internally with modern electronic
technology that allows it to work with many different types of
ignition systems including breaker point ignition, electronic
ignition, even MSD of Pertronix ignition systems. These features
make it the ultimate bolt-in solution to your missing or inoperative
original tach. Will fit Rallye dash equipped B-body vehicles
including 1968-70 Charger, Coronet, Super Bee and 1970 GTX,
Road Runner and Satellite.

CRICMB320 335.98

1968-1970 Speedometer (150mph) Reproduction of the original speedometer used on 1968-70
Chargers and other B-body models. This reproduction gauge with
white markings is manufactured to exact factory specifications
and designed to replace the original gauge.Applications:1968-70
Dodge B-Body models with Rallye Gauge Package1970
Plymouth B-Body models with Rallye Gauge Package

CRIC1277440 621.58

1968-1970 Standard Dash Ammeter Gauge Restore the instrumentation in your 1968-70 B-body with brand
new reproduction gauges. Standard gauges can be difficult to
find and very expensive to repair or refinish. With our OE quality
reproduction gauges, you can eliminate the hassle completely.
Our new gauges are correct reproductions of the original in every
detail and are the bolt-in solution to your missing or inoperative
originals. Applications are available to fit standard dash equipped
B-body vehicles including 1968-70 Charger, Coronet, Super Bee
and 1970 GTX, Road Runner and Satellite.Note: Requires
ICMB2000 to operate properly.

CRICMB2048 161.26

1968-1970 Standard Dash Fuel Gauge Restore the instrumentation in your 1968-70 B-body with brand
new reproduction gauges. Standard gauges can be difficult to
find and very expensive to repair or refinish. With our OE quality
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reproduction gauges, you can eliminate the hassle completely.
Our new gauges are correct reproductions of the original in every
detail and are the bolt-in solution to your missing or inoperative
originals. Applications are available to fit standard dash equipped
B-body vehicles including 1968-70 Charger, Coronet, Super Bee
and 1970 GTX, Road Runner and Satellite.Note: Requires
ICMB2000 to operate properly.

1968-1970 Standard Dash Temperature Gauge Restore the instrumentation in your 1968-70 B-body with brand
new reproduction gauges. Standard gauges can be difficult to
find and very expensive to repair or refinish. With our OE quality
reproduction gauges, you can eliminate the hassle completely.
Our new gauges are correct reproductions of the original in every
detail and are the bolt-in solution to your missing or inoperative
originals. Applications are available to fit standard dash equipped
B-body vehicles including 1968-70 Charger, Coronet, Super Bee
and 1970 GTX, Road Runner and Satellite.Note: Requires
ICMB2000 to operate properly.

CRICMB2047 161.26

1968-1970 Standard Dash Updated Circuit Board Replacement circuit boards for various 1968-70 models. These
updated circuit boards feature a built in regulator, and will work
with original or reproduction gauges. This piece is required when
replacing original instrument gauges with reproduction gauges.

CRICMB2013 251.98

1968-1970 Tach/Clock Reproduction in dash tachometer/clock for 1968-70 Dodge and
1970 Plymouth B-body models equipped with the optional Rallye
gauge package. Each gauge is produced with strict attention to
detail with correct font, numeration and colors as original. Gauge
reads 0-8000 RPM with redline at 5000 with clock set in the
center of the tach. Officially licensed Mopar Authentic Restoration
Product.Applications:1968-70 Dodge B-Body models with Rallye
Gauge Package1970 Plymouth B-Body models with Rallye
Gauge Package

CRIC1277441 671.98

1968-1970 Temperature Gauge Reproduction in dash temperature gauge for 1968-70 Dodge and
1970 Plymouth B-body models equipped with the optional Rallye
gauge package. Each gauge is produced with strict attention to
detail with correct font, numeration and colors as original. Gauge
numbered 120-250 Fahrenheit exactly as original. Officially
licensed Mopar Authentic Restoration
Product.Applications:1968-70 Dodge B-Body models with Rallye
Gauge Package1970 Plymouth B-Body models with Rallye
Gauge Package

CRIC1277442 167.98

1971-1974 6 Hole Custom Gauge Panel This thermo-formed ABS gauge panel is designed with thicker,
more rigid base materials, heavy duty mounting bosses and deep
recessed gauge pockets for a high performance appearance that
will completely replace your original gauge housing unit.The
small gauge openings measure 2-1/16" and the speedo and tach
openings measure 3-3/8".NOTE: Gauges NOT included
Call for multiple colours, styles or patterns or choose online

CRICMB1849 554.38

1971-1974 Dash Circuit Board (W/O Rallye Dash) These dash circuit boards are made from heat and flame
resistant fiberglass material for improved strength and better
bonding with the copper traces. All boards feature nickel plated
connector pins to prevent corrosion and failure. Boards with
voltage limiters also feature fully soldered socket connections
instead of the faulty press-on connections that where originally
used. Each board is fully tested for quality assurance.

CRICMB192016 223.42
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1971-1974 Odometer Relabeling Set (w/o Rallye Gauges) Restore your faded or worn odometer with one of these premium
numbering sets. Features correct fonts and colors to provide a
factory new appearance.

CRICMN960131 21.82

1971-1974 Odometer Relabeling Set (w/Rallye Gauges) Restore your faded or worn odometer with one of these premium
numbering sets. Features correct fonts and colors to provide a
factory new appearance.

CRICMN960129 21.82

1971-1974 Push In Style Gauge Cluster Limiter (Good
Quality)

This replacement voltage limiter is designed to provide a constant
5-volt supply and circuit protection up to 18-volts. This limiter will
work with reproduction gauges, as well as factory gauges, and it's
required when using reproduction gauges in order for them to
work properly.For models with "push in" style circuit board
limiters.Applications:-1971-74 B-body-1970-74 E-body

CRICMB2001A 36.94

1971-1974 Push In Style Gauge Cluster Limiter (Premium
Quality)

This replacement voltage limiter is designed to provide a constant
5-volt supply and circuit protection up to 18-volts. This limiter will
work with reproduction gauges, as well as factory gauges, and it's
required when using reproduction gauges in order for them to
work properly.For models with "push in" style circuit board
limiters.Applications:-1971-74 B-body-1970-74 E-body

CRICMB2001B 151.18

1971-1974 Rallye In-Dash Tachometer Our new tachometers are correct reproductions of the original in
external appearance, but are updated internally with modern
electronic technology that allows them to work with many
different types of ignition systems including breaker point ignition,
electronic ignition, even MSD of Pertronix ignition systems.
These features make it the ultimate bolt-in solution to your
missing or inoperative original tach. Will fit Rallye dash equipped
B-body vehicles including 1971-74 Charger, GTX, Road Runner,
Satellite and Super Bee.

CRICMB323 335.98

1971-1974 Standard In-Dash Tachometer Our new tachometers are correct reproductions of the original in
external appearance, but are updated internally with modern
electronic technology that allows them to work with many
different types of ignition systems including breaker point ignition,
electronic ignition, even MSD of Pertronix ignition systems.
These features make it the ultimate bolt-in solution to your
missing or inoperative original tach. For standard dash equipped
1971-74 B-body vehicles

CRICMB491 356.15

Early Birds specializes in hard-to-find Charger parts and has been serving you for over 25 years. 
Call us at 1 800 463 0546 Mon - Fri 9:00 AM - 4:00 PM (EST) - we know our cars!
Fax your order: (416) 630 8794

Our Mailing Address: 
Early Birds
25 Saunders Road, Unit 9
Barrie, Ontario
L4N 9A7
Canada
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